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HAVI:

Global Leader,
Local Partner
HAVI is a global, privately
owned company focused on
innovating, optimizing and
managing the supply chains
of leading brands. Offering
services in supply chain
management, packaging,
logistics and recycling & waste,
HAVI partners with companies
to address challenges big and
small across the supply chain,
from commodity to customer.
Founded in 1974, HAVI employs
more than 9,000 people and
serves customers in more
than 100 countries. HAVI’s
supply chain services are
complemented by the customer
engagement services offered
by our affiliated company The
Marketing Store.
For more information, p
 lease
visit HAVI.com

PACKAGING

Our proven expertise in procurement,
warehousing, distribution and freight
management can help you keep your
supply chain – and your business –
moving.
In Austria, we act as trusted partners to
our customers, helping them to focus on
their growth while we take full control
of their logistics, consistently achieving
the highest standards of punctuality and
reliability. With our customers’ profits
in mind, we operate a unique and fully
transparent business model that involves
taking goods ownership of their product.

RECYCLING & WASTE

HAVI provides strategic and operational expertise to ensure that our customers’
packaging supports the optimal movement of their products through the supply
chain. We take an holistic view, determining how packaging can support a customer’s
strategic goals from concept development to production to the market and through
end of life. In Austria, we manage packaging supplies at 195 restaurants for the leading
global quick service restaurant brand.
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In Austria, we offer individually tailored
recycling solutions that relieve customers
of any obligations associated with
local legislation. We also work with an
experienced partner to deliver reverse
logistics solutions. Worldwide, HAVI
provides end-to-end waste management
solutions that drive savings and unlock
revenue while promoting sustainable
business practices.

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Our talented Supply Chain Management
experts partner with our customers to
understand their business objectives,
then deliver a suite of right-sized
solutions designed to meet those
objectives. In Austria, our specialists have
over 30 years’ experience in developing
and implementing highly customized
Supply Chain Management solutions
for customers in the food industry. We
also handle all the operational issues
associated with managing promotions.
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Our pioneering invisible delivery service
also adds significant value to our
customers’ businesses by freeing their
front-of-house teams to serve guests
while we handle in-store deliveries
behind the scenes – from checking the
incoming items to shelving them in the
storage areas.
Ultimately, we free our customers to
focus on their own customers and grow
their businesses by relieving them of key
operational logistics tasks, warehousing
and distributing the right product to the
right place at the right time, every time.
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Going greener
We lead the market in building sustainable businesses. Since 2002, we have held
accreditation under the EU’s Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), which
helps businesses improve environmental performance. We run our vehicle fleet
using fuel made by recycling customers’ cooking oil, and auto-gas, which reduces
CO2 emissions by 70% compared to standard diesel. For this Initiative, we received
the Energy Globe award in 2013 from the Lower Austria province.
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